To Our Clients and Friends:

Antitrust enforcers in the United States and abroad, traditionally, have applied relatively lenient scrutiny to mergers between a supplier or input provider and a customer (so-called “vertical transactions”). That stereotype, however, is now squarely in question. In the last year, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has challenged three proposed vertical transactions – two of which have been abandoned by the parties. And just last week, the Antitrust Division of the Justice Department filed suit to block another vertical transaction. This increased enforcement, combined with the 2021 withdrawal of the Vertical Merger Guidelines,[1] signals an era of uncertainty for certain kinds of vertical transactions that, in the past, would have closed with few if any remedies. In this alert, we discuss the agencies’ recent enforcement actions and the implications for companies considering vertical transactions.

Recent Challenges to Vertical Transactions

**Lockheed-Aerojet.** In January 2022, the FTC challenged Lockheed’s proposed acquisition of Aerojet, a supplier of missile propulsion systems used in missiles made by Lockheed and other defense prime contractors. The FTC alleged that the merger would lessen competition by giving Lockheed control over critical components that its rival prime contractors and propulsion suppliers need to compete. The FTC further alleged that Aerojet has access to competitively sensitive information about Lockheed’s rivals and the merger would grant Lockheed access to that proprietary information.[2]

In a similar transaction involving Northrop Grumman’s proposed acquisition of Orbital ATK, only a few years earlier in 2018, the parties settled similar agency concerns with behavioral remedies, including (i) a commitment to continue selling rocket motors to rivals; and (ii) an agreement to segregate the business with a firewall.[3] Reportedly, Lockheed and Aerojet proposed a firewall here, but the proposed remedy was rejected by the FTC.[4] The parties abandoned the transaction earlier this month after the FTC had filed suit, seeking to enjoin the deal.[5]

**NVIDIA-Arm.** In December 2021, the FTC sued to block semiconductor chip supplier NVIDIA Corp.’s acquisition of chip designer, Arm, Ltd. The FTC alleged the transaction would provide NVIDIA control over critical Arm technology and enable the merged firm to limit production and prevent Arm from licensing innovations that conflict with NVIDIA’s business interests. The FTC further alleged the merger would provide NVIDIA with competitively sensitive information regarding Arm licensees, many of which are NVIDIA competitors.[6]

This merger complaint was the first brought under the leadership of FTC Chair Lina Khan, after a lengthy investigation, in which, the Commission cooperated with other investigating authorities, including the
United Kingdom’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA), the European Commission (EC), and China’s State Administration for Market Regulations (SAMR).

Again, the parties offered remedies – here, to spin-off Arm’s licensing business as an independent entity, albeit under NVIDIA’s ultimate control – but they did not satisfy the FTC.[7] Reportedly, the FTC sought input from third-parties before rejecting the proposal, as it typically does.[8] In the UK, NVIDIA offered remedies during the Phase I review such as (i) equal access and open licensing for Arm’s intellectual property; and (ii) safeguards for confidential information. But these commitments were insufficient to prevent a Phase II investigation.[9] The parties abandoned the transaction earlier this month.

Illumina-Grail. In March 2021, the FTC challenged Illumina’s proposed acquisition of Grail, maker of a noninvasive, early cancer detection test. Illumina is the only provider of DNA sequencing products essential to these kinds of early detection tests, according to the FTC complaint. The FTC’s complaint further alleged that the merger would enable Illumina to raise the prices of Grail’s future competitors and impede their development of products that would rival Grail’s technology.[10] The agency originally filed a motion for preliminary injunction in federal court in May 2021, but withdrew the request, citing the reduced risk of the transaction in closing considering the ongoing EC review.[11] The EC took up a review upon a recommendation from several member states.

Illumina offered 12-year supply contracts to its customers with guarantees of continued supply and no price increases.[12] The companies also offered, supposedly, “far-reaching behavioral remedies” to the EC, but the details of these remedies were not made public.[13] The EC review remains ongoing and the FTC administrative trial is seeking to enjoin the transaction recently concluded, with a decision expected in the coming months.

**Key Takeaways for Parties Considering Vertical Transactions**

*New Theories of Alleged Harm.* While economic analysis has traditionally been used to demonstrate procompetitive benefits of vertical transactions to consumers (e.g., lower costs), the agencies in these cases allege that the potential for the merged firm to disadvantage market participants outweighs any potential benefits. The focus of the agencies’ claims appears to be on harm to others’ ability to compete. According to the agencies, such harm might arise where one or both of the merging parties has a high market share in its respective market.

*Bipartisan Enforcement.* Each of the three FTC challenges to a vertical transaction in the last year has followed a unanimous Commission vote. This bipartisan consensus indicates that we are likely to see a continued increase in challenges to M&A activity across all administrations.

*Intra-Governmental Cooperation.* Competition agencies regularly cooperate with other government agencies with relevant expertise. For example, in Lockheed’s proposed vertical acquisition of Aerojet, the U.S. Department of Defense reviewed the transaction and made undisclosed recommendations to the FTC.[14] In 2018, Broadcom’s hostile takeover of Qualcomm was halted by a presidential order because the transaction raised national security concerns.[15] In connection with NVIDIA’s proposed acquisition of Arm, the UK Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media, and Sports (DCMS) requested
a public interest intervention and directed the CMA to review the transaction for national security concerns.[16] DCMS was particularly concerned with the integral role semiconductors play in the United Kingdom’s infrastructure, especially in defense and national security.

International Investigations and Cooperation. Vertical transactions are receiving heightened scrutiny from regulatory agencies around the world, including, most notably, the U.S. antitrust agencies, EC and European Union member states, and SAMR. Further, antitrust agencies across the globe are increasing cooperation. For example, in the NVIDIA-Arm transaction, the EC indicated it is “cooperating with competition authorities around the world.”[17] It appears that this increased cooperation may lengthen the merger review period. Coordination among agencies was the suspected reason behind the unprecedented eight-month SAMR pre-filing investigation.[18] And in the Illumina-Grail transaction, the EC has exercised the ability to take referrals from member states without those member states independently having jurisdiction to review the transaction under their own merger control regimes.[19]
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